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ABSTRACT

Deadlocks still severely inflict reliability and security issues upon
software systems of the modern age. Worse still, as we note, in
prior static deadlock detectors, good precision does not go hand-in-
hand with high scalability — their approaches are either context-
insensitive, thereby engendering many false positives, or suffer
from the calling context explosion to reach context-sensitive, thus
compromising good efficiency. In this paper, we advocate Peahen,
geared towards precise yet also scalable static deadlock detection.
At its crux, Peahen decomposes the computational effort for em-
bracing high precision into two cooperative analysis stages: (i)
context-insensitive lock-graph construction, which selectively en-
codes the essential lock-acquisition information on each edge, and
(ii) three precise yet lazy refinements, which incorporate such edge
information into progressively refining the deadlock cycles in the
lock graph only for a few interesting calling contexts.

Our extensive experiments yield promising results: Peahen dra-
matically out-performs the state-of-the-art tools on accuracy with-
out losing scalability; it can efficiently check million-line systems
at a low false positive rate; and it has uncovered many confirmed
deadlocks in dozens of mature open-source systems.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering→ Software verification and

validation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Deadlocks continue to scourge modern software systems with a
denial of service or even malicious attacks [46]. Just in 2021, more
than sixty open issues in Firefox and Linux Kernel were associated
with deadlocks [18, 40]. Over the last decade, many famous sys-
tems (e.g., Apache, Android, TensorFlow) have also fallen victims;
more than eighty CVE IDs have been assigned to the uncovered
deadlock vulnerabilities therein [13]. Thus, it is still increasingly
urgent to hunt deadlocks before the production runs. This paper
focuses on resource deadlocks, arising when each thread in a set
circularly waits for another thread to release an acquired lock or a
single thread attempts to reacquire a non-reentrant lock.

Static analysis [1, 7, 44, 55, 64] has the advantage of penetrating
obscure program paths harboring deadlocks, which, however, are
difficult for dynamic analysis to reach [4, 5, 11, 33, 34, 39, 61, 67].
Yet, despite the impressive strides for decades, the fast and pre-
cise static deadlock detection for million-line systems remains far
from satisfactory. Specifically, past research [2, 16, 42, 49, 62] has
strongly indicated that context-sensitive deadlock detectors can
suppress false positives against the context-insensitive ones. On the
downside, as we note, the context-sensitive detectors [16, 42] suffer
considerably from the scalability penalties induced by the calling
context explosion. For instance, the state-of-the-art context-sensitive
detector [42] even failed to analyze a few thousand lines of code
within half an hour or 24 GB of memory.

A crucial reason, as we observe, is that the traditional context-
sensitive deadlock detection constructs a context-sensitive lock
graph through a pre-computed context-sensitive lockset analy-
sis [16, 36, 38, 42], computing the locks held at each program loca-
tion under different calling contexts. A node in the graph represents
a lock object while a directed edge, labeled by the string of call-
ing contexts, indicates the order of lock acquisitions under certain
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calling contexts. To disclose deadlocks, the prior approaches tra-
verse the lock graph to discover cycles that characterize cyclic
lock-acquisition orders. Again, the results of the lockset analysis
are leveraged to refine the detected cycles to check if the related
lock acquisitions under the specific calling contexts can be executed
concurrently, i.e., a common lock does not protect them. Yet, we no-
tice that the explosive calling contexts can exceedingly slow down
the pre-computed lockset analysis and blow up the lock graph with
acquired edges, thereby inevitably impeding the graph construction
and deadlock-cycle discovery.

To address the problem, our key insight is that only a minority
of the calling contexts are associated with deadlocks in practical
programs. As a result, a conventional context-sensitive detector
could cause a great deal of redundancy in the pre-computed context-
sensitive lockset analysis, which is oblivious of the related contexts
around the deadlock cycles. In this work, to reduce the irrelevant
calling contexts, Peahen decomposes the cost of reaching high-
fidelity by first efficiently constructing a context-insensitive and
smaller lock graph. With the lock graph in hand, Peahen can focus
on the context-sensitive refinement effort around only a few calling
contexts that are related to the deadlock cycles, whereby saving
much cost to deadlock-irrelevant computation.

More specifically, given the initially detected cycles in the context-
insensitive lock graph, Peahen employs three precise yet lazy re-
finements that effectively approximate three different necessary
conditions of a deadlock:

• A thread identification analysis to examine whether a dead-
lock is induced by a single thread or multiple threads.
• A context-sensitive non-concurrency analysis to identify
whether a multi-threaded deadlock may concurrently occur.
• A constraint solving process to validate the path feasibility
of a deadlock with a costly SMT solver.

Surprisingly, the refinement process itself is also efficient because
the more precise refining results contribute to fewer deadlock cycles
as well as less lazy computation.

One salient feature underpinning our context reduction is that
our lock-graph construction infers and offers the lock-acquisition
information to bootstrap the lazy refinements in close cooper-
ation. First, our lock-graph construction algorithm is composi-
tional and faster than the previous context-sensitive lockset anal-
ysis [16, 38, 42], because it does not enumerate any exponentially
possible calling contexts spanning across the lock acquisitions. Sec-
ond, our algorithm foreseeingly reasons and encodes the essential
edge information on which threads acquire the locks and where
the lock acquisitions take place, which is integrated into the lazy
deadlock refinements to be efficiently leveraged.

We have implemented Peahen for C/C++ systems, where the
non-nested locks (e.g., Pthread APIs) are extensively exploited.
Like many modern static bug-finding tools [55, 57], Peahen is
soundy [45], sacrificing soundness in a few common cases for high
fidelity. The experimental results are highlighted below:

• Advancing the state-of-the-art: we compared Peahen to two
recent detectors, CBMC [42] (context-sensitive) and Infer [2,
22] (context-insensitive) under the benchmarks [42]. It is
noted that we refer to the static deadlock detector [42] as

CBMC throughout because it is maintained in a git branch
of the CBMC project [41].
– Peahen achieves 136× speed-up versus CBMC and, rea-
sonably, is slightly slower than Infer.

– Peahen can reduce around 73.45% and 90.0% false posi-
tives against CBMC and Infer, respectively. In addition,
Peahen can detect all the intentionally planted deadlocks
in their benchmarks [42].

– Our context-insensitive lock graph can reduce about 95.5%
acquired edges that are otherwise identified and added
to a context-sensitive graph. Moreover, our lock-graph
construction and cycle-detection process are about 231 ×
and 46 × faster than the ones in CBMC, respectively.

• Effective on large systems: we have used Peahen to capture
deadlock issues on a diverse set of real-world, widely-used
open-source C/C++ software systems.
– Peahen can effectively finish the checking of multi-MLOC
code bases (e.g., Firefox around 2 hours) at a relatively low
false-positive rate (30.43% on average).

– Peahen has detected more than eighty confirmed dead-
locks from dozens of famous open systems, all told [50].

To sum up, our contributions are as follows:

• We advocate Peahen, a context-reduction technique for fast
and precise deadlock detection in large software systems.
• We present a compositional algorithm to construct a context-
insensitive lock graph for non-nested locks, which is also
collaborative with lazy deadlock refinements.
• We conduct substantial experiments to show Peahen’s good
scalability and precision versus the previous work.

2 PEAHEN IN A NUTSHELL

We first utilize a buggy program in Figure 1 to clarify the concept of
deadlock (§ 2.1). We then illustrate the shortcomings of the previous
context-sensitive solutions (§ 2.2). Finally, we highlight the essence
of our more effective context-reduction approach (§ 2.3).

2.1 Example Illustration

Let the symbol 𝑐𝑡𝑥 represent the calling context and 𝑠𝑖 denote the
statement at Line 𝑖 . For the code snippet shown in Figure 1, there are
two concurrent threads 𝑡1 and 𝑡2, running the functions 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑1()
and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑2(), respectively. Specifically, the thread 𝑡1 first executes
the function 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () holding a lock 𝑜1 and then executes the function
𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () again with the lock 𝑜1 released before. Similarly, the thread
𝑡2 executes the function 𝑏𝑎𝑟 () twice, one of which is protected by
the common lock 𝑜1.

If we take a close look at the functions 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () and 𝑏𝑎𝑟 (), there is
an order inversion between the locks 𝑜2 and 𝑜3. That is, a deadlock
may be triggered when the thread 𝑡1 acquires the lock 𝑜2 at 𝑠8,
waiting at 𝑠9 for 𝑜3 to be released, but thread 𝑡2 acquires the lock 𝑜3
at 𝑠21, waiting at 𝑠22 for 𝑜2 to be released, and neither can progress.
However, the function 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () under the calling context 𝑐𝑡𝑥1 and the
function 𝑏𝑎𝑟 () under the calling context 𝑐𝑡𝑥3 cannot be executed
concurrently, because they are protected by a common lock 𝑜1 (also
called a gate lock [23, 49]). Thus, the two functions 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () and 𝑏𝑎𝑟 ()
under other compositional calling contexts, such as 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () at 𝑐𝑡𝑥1
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Context-insensitive
Lock Graph 
Construction

1.   void thread1( ){ // Thread t1
2.         lock(v1); // o1
3.         foo(); // ctx1
4.         unlock(v1);
5.  foo(); // ctx2
6.   }
7.   void foo( ){
8.         lock(v2); // o2
9.         lock(v3); // o3
10.       x++;
11.       unlock(v2);
12.       unlock(v3);
13.  }
14.  void thread2( ){ // Thread t2
15.     lock(v1); // o1
16.     bar(); // ctx3
17.     unlock(v1);
18. bar(); // ctx4
19.  }
20.  void bar( ){
21.      lock(v3); // o3
22.      lock(v2); // o2
23.      x++;
24.      unlock(v3);
25.      unlock(v2);
26.  }
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Figure 1: Figure(a) shows the previous context-sensitive approach, which uses a dual-purpose, context-sensitive lockset analy-

sis for both constructing a lock graph and identifying the gate lock. Figure(b) shows the context reduction approach,whichfirst

constructs a context-insensitive, smaller graph and detects fewer cycles, followed by the context-sensitive lazy refinements.

and 𝑏𝑎𝑟 () at 𝑐𝑡𝑥4, can be executed concurrently and a deadlock bug
could surface to “bit”, bringing the program to a grinding halt.

To sum up, there are two key steps for static deadlock detection.
First, the lock-acquisition orders in each thread should be identified
to derive cyclic orders among locks. Second, the initial results on re-
versed orders of lock acquisitions should be further refined, such as
context-sensitively identifying the gate-lock scenarios. Importantly,
the solutions should both be precise and highly scalable, sieving
through millions of lines of code in just a few hours.

2.2 The State-of-the-Art

However, to go for high precision, the prior approaches could not
scale up to large systems. An essential reason is that, they commonly
employ a flow-, context-sensitive lockset analysis, which computes
the locks held at each program point [38, 42, 62]. The precise pre-
computed lockset analysis can kill two birds with one stone; it is
capable of context-sensitively identifying the lock acquisitions and
the gate locks. On the downside, the explosive calling contexts in
large programs can drastically slow down the lockset analysis and
blow up the lock graph with acquired edges.

To illustrate, in Figure 1(a), the approach first constructs a context-
sensitive lock graph using a context-sensitive lockset analysis. For
instance, the lockset analysis can tell that the lock 𝑜1 is held at the
statement 𝑠8 under the calling context 𝑐𝑡𝑥1. Therefore, the thread 𝑡1
can hold the lock 𝑜1 and acquire the lock 𝑜2 at 𝑠8 under 𝑐𝑡𝑥1, result-
ing in a context-sensitive acquired edge from 𝑜1 to 𝑜2. Every edge
condition, shown in the right table, consists of the corresponding

calling context 𝑐𝑡𝑥 of the lock statement 𝑠 that refers to the desti-
nation lock. For example, the condition on the edge ❶ is (𝑐𝑡𝑥1, 𝑠8),
indicating that a thread (𝑡1) holds lock 𝑜1 and then acquires lock 𝑜2
at 𝑠8 under the calling context 𝑐𝑡𝑥1.

Based on the context-sensitive lock graph, a cycle detection is
performed to identify the context-sensitive cycles on the graph.
As shown in Figure 1(a), four context-sensitive cycles are detected.
Again, the technique uses the context-sensitive results of the lock-
set analysis to identify the gate-lock scenarios. For the detected
cycle with the edges ❷ and ❻, the 𝑠9 under the calling context
𝑐𝑡𝑥1 and the 𝑠22 under 𝑐𝑡𝑥3 are protected by a gate lock 𝑜1, so the
statements 𝑠9 and 𝑠22 cannot be reached simultaneously under the
corresponding calling contexts. On the other hand, the remaining
three “ungated” cycles are reported to the developers, warning of
the calling contexts of 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () and 𝑏𝑎𝑟 () to trigger a deadlock bug.

We notice that the context-sensitive acquired edges are unnec-
essary for identifying the lock-acquisition orders in each thread.
For example, the four detected context-sensitive cycles indicate the
same case, i.e., there is a cyclic-waiting condition between lock 𝑜2 at
𝑠22 in thread 𝑡2 and lock 𝑜3 at 𝑠9 in thread 𝑡1. On the other hand, the
refinements only target and identify whether statements 𝑠9 and 𝑠22
(related to a deadlock cycle) can be concurrently executed, which
is oblivious to the pre-computed lockset analysis.

2.3 Our Context-Reduction Approach

To ameliorate the aforementioned problems, we introduce a context-
reduction approach, breaking down the prohibitive cost of being
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context-sensitive for all sub-tasks. That is, Peahen uses a fast algo-
rithm to construct a context-insensitive lock graph and the cycle
detection to find the fewer context-insensitive deadlock cycles. The
cycles are then successively and lazily refined for a few deadlock-
related calling contexts.

To illustrate, in Figure 1(b), Peahen begins by constructing a
smaller context-insensitive lock graph. Apparently, our lock graph
saves two unnecessary edges. The edge conditions are shown in the
right-hand table with the calling context removed (Extra edge infor-
mation is introduced later). In other words, all the different calling
contexts are reduced or merged into one. Armed with this smaller
graph, Peahen efficiently performs a cycle-detection algorithm to
detect only one deadlock cycle. The context-insensitive cycle with
edges ❷ and ❺ indicates that there is a cyclic waiting-condition
between lock 𝑜3 at 𝑠9 and lock 𝑜2 at 𝑠22 without any known calling
context information. Then, a context-sensitive gate-lock analysis
is queried by the question, “Might 𝑠9 and 𝑠22 not be guarded by a
common lock?” The answer is “Yes”, flagging they are not protected
by lock 𝑜1 under three compositional calling contexts, 𝑠9 at 𝑐𝑡𝑥1
and 𝑠22 at 𝑐𝑡𝑥4, 𝑠9 at 𝑐𝑡𝑥2 and 𝑠22 at 𝑐𝑡𝑥3, as well as 𝑠9 at 𝑐𝑡𝑥2 and 𝑠22
at 𝑐𝑡𝑥4. The context-sensitive report is identical to the one in the
previous approach by courtesy of the context-sensitive refinements.

It is worth emphasizing that, the final gate-lock analysis, in
either the previous methods or Peahen, computes four conditions
of calling contexts to identify the gate locks. However, we argue
that the pre-computed, exhaustive lockset analysis, unaware of any
potential program points that might lead to deadlocks, could miss
many opportunities to avoid futile context-sensitive computation.
Comparatively, our lazy refinements can work efficiently on the
calling contexts around the identified deadlock cycles of interest.

This example briefly illustrates the distinction between the prior
work and Peahen. In § 3, we further introduce the notion of our
lock graph and the varieties of the deadlock cycles, emphasizing
which lock-acquisition information is encoded in the lock graph
cooperatively for the deadlock cycles’ refinements.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we elucidate the basic terminologies and notations,
and state the key technical challenges we aim to conquer.

Language and Abstract Domain. Let the symbol V (𝑣 ∈ V)
denote pointer variables while O (𝑜 ∈ O) indicate memory objects
such as lock objects. A thread ID 𝑡 (𝑡 ∈ T ) represents a thread,
which corresponds to a context-sensitive fork site and, thus, denotes
a unique runtime thread. Following the common practice, we use
the method 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑘 (𝑡, 𝑓 ) to uniformly represent the creation of the
thread 𝑡 executing a procedure 𝑓 (𝑓 ∈ F ), and the method 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛(𝑡)
to denote the destruction site of the thread 𝑡 . Meanwhile, we create
two threads with identical attributes but different thread IDs for a
fork site allocated in a loop. We assume the locks are non-nested
and are not necessarily released in the reverse order in which they
are acquired. The implementation of pointer analysis is discussed
in § 5. Henceforth, without losing generality, we use method 𝑝𝑡 (𝑣)
to indicate the points-to set of the pointer variable 𝑣 .

LockGraph.Against the prior context-sensitive lock graph [42],
we design a context-insensitive lock graph to characterize the lock-
acquisition orders and to facilitate the cooperation with the lazy

refinements. Notably, an identified cycle in the lock graph exposes
the cyclic lock acquisitions, manifesting a potential deadlock.

Definition 1. A context-insensitive lock graph (LG) is a directed
graph G = (N , E, C), where
• N is a set of nodes, each of which, 𝑛, corresponds to a lock
object 𝑜 , 𝑜 ∈ O. Thus, we also use 𝑜 to denote a node.
• E ⊆ N × N is a set of edges. The direction of an edge
indicates the lock-acquisition order. An edge (𝑜1, 𝑜2) means
that a thread holds a lock 𝑜1, the source-lock node, and then
acquires another lock 𝑜2, the destination-lock node.
• C maps each edge, 𝑒 ∈ E, to a tuple (𝑡, 𝑠1, 𝑠2), the edge
condition, indicating that the thread 𝑡 holds the source lock
𝑜1 at 𝑠1 and then acquires the destination lock 𝑜2 at 𝑠2.

There are two noteworthy points. First, the above lock graph is
context-insensitive in the sense that each edge is no longer encoded
with the corresponding call strings. Second, to provide the crucial
lock-acquisition information for lazily refining the deadlock cycles,
for each edge (𝑜1, 𝑜2), two types of information are memorized.
Particularly, each edge condition (𝑡, 𝑠1, 𝑠2) includes (i) the thread
information, the thread ID 𝑡 , about which thread acquires the locks
𝑜1 and 𝑜2 and (ii) the program location information, statements 𝑠1
and 𝑠2, where the acquisitions of locks 𝑜1 and 𝑜2 take place. We
show later how to leverage this information for refining deadlock
cycles discovered in the lock graph.

Deadlock Cycle. With the lock graph, we define four varieties
of deadlock cycles. In a single-threaded deadlock due to reacquir-
ing a non-reentrant lock, a thread 𝑡1 acquires a lock 𝑜1 at 𝑠1 and
proceeds to acquire the same lock 𝑜1 at 𝑠2. Thus, it suffices to iden-
tify whether there is a detected cycle with only one edge and the
number of involved nodes equal to one (reacquiring the same lock).
Such cycles are called single-threaded cycles.

In a multi-threaded deadlock, in the case of two threads, a thread
𝑡1 first acquires a lock 𝑜1 at 𝑠1 and waits for another lock 𝑜2 to
be released at 𝑠2 while a thread 𝑡 ′ first acquires the lock 𝑜2 at
𝑠 ′1 and waits for the lock 𝑜1 to be released at 𝑠 ′2. More complex
cases involving more than two threads resemble the above. Thus,
it suffices to identify the cycles with all the acquired edges labeled
with different thread IDs, which we call multi-threaded cycles.

Definition 2. A deadlock cycle discovered in an LG is termed
a single-threaded cycle if the cycle has only one edge and one node.
Meanwhile, a cycle is termed a multi-threaded cycle if the cycle has
multiple edges labeled with distinctive thread IDs.

In addition, for the above example of a multi-threaded cycle,
whether the lock statements 𝑠2 and 𝑠 ′2 can be concurrently executed
by the threads 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 should be precisely identified to eschew
any bogus deadlock warnings. Such a multi-threaded cycle is called
a concurrent cycle. Note that a single-thread cycle has no use for
accounting for the concurrency semantics.

Definition 3. A multi-threaded cycle is termed a concurrent
cycle if the related statements referring to the destination-lock
nodes in different threads can be concurrently executed.

Finally, for both single-threaded and multi-threaded cycles, they
should be path-feasible, i.e., the related statements should be path-
reachable simultaneously, which we call path-feasible cycles.
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Figure 2: The workflow of Peahen.

Definition 4. A single-threaded or multi-threaded cycle is
termed a path-feasible cycle if the related statements involving
the cycle are path-reachable with the feasible path conditions.

There are three points to note. First, concurrent cycles and path-
feasible cycles are the stronger conditions than single-threaded
cycles or multi-threaded cycles to be genuine deadlocks. Second,
identifying path-feasible cycles is generally more expensive than
identifying concurrent cycles, because the former should validate
the path conditions via constraint solving. Third, to our knowledge,
thus far, no prior deadlock detector has taken the non-nested locks,
statements’ concurrent execution relations, and statements’ path-
feasibility into account at once [2, 41, 49].

Problem Statement. After introducing the basic notions, we
next state two technical challenges we aim to address.

(1) How to design an efficient algorithm for constructing the
context-insensitive lock graph and, in the meantime, encod-
ing the lock-acquisition information on related edges.

(2) How to synergize multiple lazy analyzes to incorporate such
edge information into progressively refining the discovered
deadlock cycles to regain high precision.

Before introducing our algorithms in § 4, we give an outline of
our solutions against the above two challenges.

(1) We present an inter-procedural compositional algorithm for
constructing the context-insensitive lock graph. It is sensitive
to threads and encodes the lock-acquisition information on
edges for the coming refinements. (§ 4.1)

(2) We present three precise yet lazy refinements to progres-
sively improve the precision of the initially detected deadlock
cycles by successively identifying single-, multi-threaded cy-
cles, concurrent cycles, and path-feasible cycles. (§ 4.2)

4 PEAHEN IN DETAIL

In this section, we follow the Peahen’s workflow as illustrated
in Figure 2 to unravel our algorithms. Peahen has two symbiotic
stages subsuming the context-insensitive lock-graph construction
(§ 4.1) and three precise yet lazy deadlock-cycle refinements (§ 4.2).

4.1 Context-Insensitive LG Construction

This part delves into our inter-procedural algorithm to construct
the context-insensitive lock graph defined in § 3.

Constructing the context-insensitive lock graph is non-trivial.
First, in the non-nested locks, the loose correlation between the
lock statements and unlock statements across complex, deep calling
contexts makes inter-procedural analysis hard. Many detectors for
Java programs are limited to the nested locks [2, 49]. Second, despite
not being sensitive to the different call sites, encoding the thread

information on edges should characterize different threads so as to
distinguish which threads acquire the locks.

To conquer the first challenge, a context-independent function
summary is devised particularly for the decoupling non-nested
locks, which enables compositional analysis and avoids repetitive
functional computation. Second, to distinguish which threads ac-
quire the locks, we create clones of the lock acquisitions in the
related functions that are invoked by different threads, and encode
the related edges with the different thread identification.

Lock Summary. Our idea of a function summary is to capture
the additional locks at the exit relative to the entry that are acquired
and released therein in sequence. While analyzing any of its callers
for identifying the lock acquisitions, the reusable summary can
thus tell which locks can be additionally acquired and which locks
can be released therein in the control-flow orders.

Example 4.1. Figure 3 shows a buggy program. There are two
concurrent threads 𝑡1 and 𝑡2, both running the function 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () and
𝑏𝑎𝑟 (). Intuitively, a function summary for 𝑏𝑎𝑟 () should indicate
that, at the exit relative to the entry, the lock 𝑜1 is first released at
𝑠7 and, subsequently, the lock 𝑜1 is acquired at 𝑠10. When analyzing
any callers of 𝑏𝑎𝑟 (), we do not need to analyze 𝑏𝑎𝑟 () anymore.

Formally, a summary for a function 𝑓 , called a lock summary,
denoted as 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ), is a finite sequence, i.e.,

𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) := (𝐿0, · · · , 𝐿𝑘 ),
each of which is a set 𝐿𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑘]). All the lock summaries can be
denoted as a set LS, i.e., ∀𝑓 ∈ F : 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) ∈ LS.

Notably, first, each element 𝐿𝑖 in the sequence 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) is a set, be-
cause each statement, 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑣), may refer to more than one lock, and
the lock behaviors on different branches are joined flow-sensitively.
In other words, the lock summaries are path-insensitive. Second,
the order between 𝐿𝑖−1 and 𝐿𝑖 indicates the control-flow orders,
which matters for analyzing the non-nested locks.

Formally, for each element 𝐿𝑖 ,

𝐿𝑖 := R × O × S × B,
where 𝐿𝑖 := {⟨𝑟, 𝑜, 𝑠, 𝑏⟩|𝑟 ∈ {+,−}, 𝑏 ∈ {0, 1}}. First, every “plus”
tuple ⟨+, 𝑜, 𝑠, 𝑏⟩ in 𝐿𝑖 denotes that lock 𝑜 may be acquired via exe-
cuting a statement 𝑠 , 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑣). Whether the lock 𝑜 has been released
in the current function 𝑓 is indicated by a boolean value 𝑏. Sec-
ond, every “minus” tuple ⟨−, 𝑜, 𝑠, 𝑏⟩ in 𝐿𝑖 indicates that the lock 𝑜
would definitely be released via executing a statement 𝑠 , 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑣).
Whether the unlock statement 𝑠 has released the lock 𝑜 , previously
acquired in the current function 𝑓 , is also indicated by 𝑏. Below is
an example for readers to comprehend the domain B. Note that a
lock may be acquired at statement 𝑠 while a lock must be released
at 𝑠 , which are resolved by the pointer information. This manner is
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1.   void thread1(){ // t!
2.      fork(𝑡",thread2);
3.      foo();
4.      join(𝑡");
5.  }
6.   void bar(){
7.      unlock(v!); // o!
8.      x++;
10.    lock(v!);
11.  }

12.  void thread2(){ // t"
13.     foo();
14.  }
15.  void foo(){ 
16.     lock(v!); 
17.     lock(v"); // o"
18.     bar();
19.     unlock(v");
20.     unlock(v!);
21.  } (a)

(b) (c)

ID Condition

� (𝑠!", 𝑠!#)

� (𝑠!#, 𝑠!$)

o2

o1

o2

o1
𝑡%𝑡% 𝑡!𝑡!

Cloning

� �

thread1

thread2

foo bar

Figure 3: Figure (a) is a buggy code using non-nested locks,

(b) is its call graph, and (c) illustrates the cloning process.

identical to the prior work for identifying all the lock acquisitions
in common practice [36, 38, 41].

Example 4.2. Back to Figure 3, the lock summary 𝐿𝑆 (𝑏𝑎𝑟 )
is computed as ({⟨−, 𝑜1, 𝑠7, 0⟩}, {⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠10, 0⟩}). First, the tuple
⟨−, 𝑜1, 𝑠7, 0⟩ indicates that the lock 𝑜1 must be released at 𝑠7, and its
value of 𝑏 is 0, implying that the lock 𝑜1 is acquired from callers,
not therein. Second, the tuple ⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠10, 0⟩ shows that the lock 𝑜1
may be acquired at 𝑠10 (in fact in this case, it is definitely acquired)
and has not been released in the function 𝑏𝑎𝑟 () indicated by 𝑏 = 0.

Compositional Algorithm.At a high level, Algorithm 1 identi-
fies the acquisitions and releases of locks in a bottom-up fashion by
tracking and updating the lock summary for each function. During
the process, the lock graph is incrementally constructed.

The intra-procedural analysis is fairly standard dataflow analysis
that explores every statement of the intra-procedural control-flow
graph (CFG) in the reversed post-order. At callsites, the callees’
summaries are used to answerwhich locks are acquired and released
therein. The dataflow result, the lock summary, at the exit of the
function is recorded and other intermediate results are removed.
For handling loops, we devise the join operators to handle merge
nodes in CFG to guarantee termination. Recursive functions are
iteratively recomputed to reach fixed-point results. There are three
key intra-procedural steps for computing 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) and updating 𝐿𝐺 .

Handling a lock statement 𝑠 : 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑣) (Lines 12 - 16):
• First, the produced acquired edges at 𝑠 should be identified.
Peahen connects an edge (𝑜 ′, 𝑜) to 𝐿𝐺 from each previously
acquired yet not released lock, i.e., ⟨+, 𝑜 ′, 𝑠 ′, 𝑏 = 0⟩ in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ),
to each lock that may be acquired at 𝑠 .
• Second, the possible acquired locks at 𝑠 should be tracked
in the summary 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ). Thus, Peahen adds each lock 𝑜 that
may be acquired at 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑣), i.e., ⟨+, 𝑜, 𝑠, 0⟩, to 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ).

Handling an unlock statement 𝑠 : 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑣) (Lines 17 - 23):
• First, Peahen obtains the definitely released lock 𝑜 by iden-
tifying the variable 𝑣 from the pointer information. If there
is no must information, it skips the next steps.
• Second, whether the lock, previously acquired in 𝑓 , is re-
leased at 𝑠 should be tracked in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ). That is, if there is a

lock ⟨+, 𝑜 ′, 𝑠 ′, 0⟩ in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) (𝑜 ′ = 𝑜), that is released at 𝑠 , we
update the tuple ⟨+, 𝑜 ′, 𝑠 ′, 0⟩ to ⟨+, 𝑜 ′, 𝑠 ′, 1⟩.
• Third, the summary 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) should track the released lock at 𝑠 .
That is, if 𝑠 has released the lock 𝑜 previously acquired in the
𝑓 on the last step, ⟨−, 𝑜, 𝑠, 1⟩ is added to 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ). Otherwise,
⟨−, 𝑜, 𝑠, 0⟩ is added to 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ).

Example 4.3. We have 𝐿𝑆 (𝑏𝑎𝑟 ) = ({⟨−, 𝑜1, 𝑠7, 0⟩}) at 𝑠7. At 𝑠10,
because there is no previously acquired lock 𝑜1 indicated in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑏𝑎𝑟 ),
we directly have 𝐿𝑆 (𝑏𝑎𝑟 ) = ({⟨−, 𝑜1, 𝑠7, 0⟩}, {⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠10, 0⟩}). When
analyzing 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () at 𝑠16, we have 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜) = ({⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠16, 0⟩}). Next,
at 𝑠17, we have 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜) = ({⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠16, 0⟩}, {⟨+, 𝑜2, 𝑠17, 0⟩}). There
is a previously acquired lock 𝑜1 in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜), so we need to add
an edge 𝑒 : (𝑜1, 𝑜2),❶, to 𝐿𝐺 , which is initially encoded with 𝑐 :
(𝑠16, 𝑠17).

Handling a call site 𝑠 : 𝑦 = 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 (𝑥) (Lines 24 - 32)
• First, the inter-procedural acquired edges produced should be
identified. It connects an edge (𝑜 ′′, 𝑜 ′) in 𝐿𝐺 from each cur-
rently acquired yet not released lock, ⟨+, 𝑜 ′′, 𝑠 ′′, 0⟩ in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ),
to each acquired lock, ⟨𝑟 ′, 𝑜 ′, 𝑠 ′, 𝑏⟩ in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜).
• Second, the summary 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) should track whether some
locks would be released in 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 . Therefore, it updates the
value 𝑏 of the locks, acquired in 𝑓 but released in 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 , from
0 to 1. Finally, it updates 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) by including the callee’s
𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜) in the control-flow order.

Other kinds of statements do not affect the acquisitions and
releases of locks and, thus, are not analyzed.

Example 4.4. In Figure 3, recall that the computed 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜)
at 𝑠17 is ({⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠16, 0⟩}, {⟨+, 𝑜2, 𝑠17, 0⟩}) and 𝐿𝑆 (𝑏𝑎𝑟 ) is computed
as ({⟨−, 𝑜1, 𝑠7, 0⟩}, {⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠10, 0⟩}). When analyzing the callsite
𝑏𝑎𝑟 () at 𝑠18, the analysis enumerates the 𝐿𝑆 (𝑏𝑎𝑟 ) to check each
tuple. When it is a released lock like ⟨−, 𝑜1, 𝑠7, 0⟩ and the lock 𝑜1
also exists in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜), the analysis sets its boolean value to 1,
i.e., ⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠16, 0⟩ becomes ⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠16, 1⟩ to indicate that the lock
𝑜1 has been released in 𝑏𝑎𝑟 (). When it is an acquired lock like
⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠10, 0⟩, the analysis adds an edge to the lock graph from the
acquired but unreleased lock in the current 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜), i.e., from
𝑜2 in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜) to 𝑜1 in 𝐿𝑆 (𝑏𝑎𝑟 ). We thus succeed in identifying
an inter-procedural acquired edge (𝑜2, 𝑜1) (❷). Finally, we add
the summary 𝐿𝑆 (𝑏𝑎𝑟 ) to 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜), so 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜) at 𝑠18 becomes
({⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠16, 1⟩}, {⟨+, 𝑜2, 𝑠17, 0⟩}, {⟨−, 𝑜1, 𝑠7, 1⟩}, {⟨+, 𝑜1, 𝑠10, 0⟩}).
Note that locks 𝑜2 acquired at 𝑠17 and 𝑜1 acquired at 𝑠10 would be
released at 𝑠19 and 𝑠20, respectively.

Selective Cloning. After analyzing each function 𝑓 , if the func-
tion 𝑓 is invoked by different threads and is a root function, Peahen
clones the acquired edges created in 𝑓 and distinguishes which
threads acquire the locks by encoding the thread identification on
edge conditions. (Lines 7 - 9) For example, in Figure 3, the two
threads 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 both run the function 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () that calls 𝑏𝑎𝑟 (), and
𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () is the root shared function. We only need to clone the edges
in the root function like 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () to avoid repeated edges, because the
edges of𝑏𝑎𝑟 () are included in the ones of 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 (). For the non-sharing
functions, we encode the edges with a unique thread ID.

Example 4.5. Following the bottom-up order of the call graph
in Figure 3(b), our algorithm first analyzes the𝑏𝑎𝑟 () as well as 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 ()
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Algorithm 1: Context-Insensitive LG Construction
1 𝐶𝐺 ←↪ construct a call graph for a multi-threaded program 𝑃 ;
2 foreach unvisited 𝑓 in reverse topological order of CG do

3 ( ∅) ←↪ initialize 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) ;
4 foreach 𝑠 in reverse post-order of CFG of 𝑓 do

5 HandleEachInstAndPropagate(𝑠);

6 Add 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) at the exit program point of 𝑓 to LS;
7 foreach 𝑡 , the thread 𝑡 invoking 𝑓 , 𝑡 ∈ T do

8 foreach 𝑒 , the edge 𝑒 created in 𝑓 do

9 (clone 𝑒) update its condition 𝑐 with thread ID 𝑡 ;

10 return A context-insensitive lock graph 𝐿𝐺 ;
11 Procedure HandleEachInstAndPropagate(𝑠):
12 if 𝑠 : 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑣) then
13 foreach ⟨+, 𝑜′, 𝑠′, 𝑏 = 0⟩ ∈ 𝐿𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [0, |𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) |) do
14 foreach 𝑜 ∈ 𝑝𝑡 (𝑣) do
15 Add an edge 𝑒 : (𝑜′, 𝑜) with 𝑐 : (𝑠′, 𝑠) to 𝐿𝐺 ;

16 Add{ ⟨+, 𝑜, 𝑠, 0⟩ |𝑜 ∈ 𝑝𝑡 (𝑣) } to 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) ;
17 else if 𝑠 : 𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑣) then
18 𝑜 ←↪ 𝑝𝑡 (𝑣) ;
19 if 𝑜 = 𝑜′, ⟨+, 𝑜′, 𝑠′, 𝑏′ = 0⟩ ∈ 𝐿𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [0, |𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) |) then
20 ⟨+, 𝑜′, 𝑠′, 1⟩ ←↪ ⟨+, 𝑜′, 𝑠′, 0⟩;
21 Add { ⟨−, 𝑜, 𝑠, 1⟩ } to 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) ;
22 else

23 Add { ⟨−, 𝑜, 𝑠, 0⟩ } to 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) ;

24 else if 𝑠 : 𝑦 = call 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 (𝑥) then
25 Retrieve 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜) := (𝐿′0, . . . ) from LS;
26 foreach ⟨+, 𝑜′′, 𝑠′′, 0⟩ ∈ 𝐿𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [0, |𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) |) do
27 foreach ⟨𝑟 ′, 𝑜′, 𝑠′, 𝑏 ⟩ ∈ 𝐿′

𝑗
, 𝑗 ∈ [0, |𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜) |) do

28 if 𝑟 ′ = + then
29 Add edge 𝑒 : (𝑜′′, 𝑜′) , 𝑐 : (𝑠′′, 𝑠′) to 𝐿𝐺 ;

30 else if 𝑟 ′ = − ∧ 𝑜′′ = 𝑜′ then
31 ⟨+, 𝑜′′, 𝑠′′, 1⟩ ←↪ ⟨+, 𝑜′′, 𝑠′′, 0⟩;

32 Add 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 𝑜𝑜) to 𝐿𝑆 (𝑓 ) ;

and updates the lock graph with two corresponding acquired edges,
(𝑜1, 𝑜2) and (𝑜2, 𝑜1). Then, since the 𝑓 𝑜𝑜 () is the root function
invoked by two different threads, 𝑡1 and 𝑡2, the analysis clones
the two edges with two different thread identifiers 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 to
distinguish which threads acquire these locks. Armed with the lock
graph, Peahen can start by detecting the deadlock cycle.

Remark. In Algorithm 1, a key step that is omitted to reach
context-insensitive is aggressively cloning the edges of lock ac-
quisitions in a function on all its call sites and labeling the edges
with the respective calling contexts. Instead, we selectively clone
for a function invoked by different threads and encode the lock-
acquisition information on each edge. This is because Peahen is
only concerned with the cyclic lock acquisitions in each thread.
This way, the lazy refinement can incorporate such information
into lazily refining deadlock cycles around a few calling contexts
of interest, thereby bypassing premature calling context explosion.

Summary. The effectiveness of our LG construction is two-
fold. First, it is compositional, efficiently analyzing each function

independently of its callers and bypassing the enumeration of all
the calling contexts. The context-insensitive lock graph is smaller
yet characterizes threads, which is judiciously encoded with the
essential lock-acquisition information for lazy refinements. Second,
the smaller graph empowers fast cycle detection and less memory
space to store. In the subsequent phase, our refinements can focus
on the computation effort around the fewer calling contexts related
to the context-insensitive cycles to regain high precision.

4.2 Collaborative Lazy Deadlock Refinements

Once the lock graph is in hand, Peahen conducts a cycle-detection
algorithm [31] to identify an initial over-approximation set of dead-
lock cycles. Then, it performs the following three analyses that
approximate the different necessary conditions of being deadlocks,
dedicatedly refining these initial cycles. Readers can review the
cycle definitions in § 3.

(1) Single-, Multi-threaded Cycle Computation (§ 4.2.1)
(2) Concurrent Cycle Computation (§ 4.2.2)
(3) Path-Feasible Cycle Computation (§ 4.2.3)
Note that every stage exploits the edge information on each

cycle, refines the cycles from the preceding one in a lazy fashion,
and avoids any futile computation to acyclic edges.

4.2.1 Single-, Multi-threaded Cycle Computation. At this
stage, the set of the initial cycles, denoted as C (◦ ∈ C), is re-
fined as the set C1, the union of single-threaded cycles C11 and
multi-threaded cycles C12. Let the function𝑇 (◦) return the set of all
thread IDs on edges in a cycle ◦, 𝑁 (◦) return the set of all nodes
involved in a cycle ◦, and 𝐸 (◦) return all the edges in a cycle ◦.

C11 = {◦ |∃◦ ∈ C : |𝐸 (◦) | = 1 ∧ |𝑁 (◦) | = 1}
C12 = {◦ |∃◦ ∈ C, ∀𝑡1, 𝑡2 ∈ 𝑇 (◦) : 𝑡1 ≠ 𝑡2 }
C1 = C11 ∪ C12

Indeed, owing to the encoded thread information on edges fore-
seeingly by the LG construction, this first refinement is simple by
efficiently checking the edge conditions (and the number of nodes).

4.2.2 Concurrent Cycle Computation. At this stage, the multi-
threaded cycles, C12, are refined by identifying and retaining con-
current cycles, which, together with C11, are denoted as C2.

We perform non-concurrency analysis to reveal, given a multi-
thread cycle, whether the statements that refer to the destination-
lock nodes can be executed concurrently, arising from the fork/join
and lock/unlock synchronizations. At a high level, our basic idea
is to lazily collect the thread IDs referred by the join statements
and the unreleased locks referred by the lock statements before an
interesting statement 𝑠 under the related calling contexts.

Specifically, each join statement, 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛(𝑡), witnesses the destruc-
tion of thread 𝑡 before 𝑠 , and, thus, any other statements in the
thread 𝑡 cannot be concurrent with 𝑠 . Similarly, an unreleased lock
𝑜 referred by a lock statement, 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (𝑣), reveals that the lock 𝑜 pro-
tects the statement 𝑠 . Therefore, any other statements also protected
by the common lock 𝑜 cannot be concurrent with 𝑠 .

Peahen performs a backward search from any interesting state-
ment 𝑠 , following the inter-procedural context-sensitive control-
flow graph to collect the set of joined thread IDs, 𝐽𝑇 (𝑠, 𝑐𝑡𝑥), and the
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13.  void thread2(){ // t2
14.     lock(𝑣!);
15.     lock(𝑣");
16.     if (¬𝜃!){
17. lock(𝑣#);
18.        x++;
19.        unlock(𝑣#);
20. }
21. unlock(𝑣");
22.     unlock(𝑣!);
23.  }

1. void thread1(){ // t1
2.      fork(𝑡#, thread2);
3.      lock(𝑣!); // o1
4.      lock(𝑣#); // o2
5.      if (𝜃!){
6.         lock(𝑣"); // o3
7.         x++;
8.         unlock(𝑣");}
9.      unlock(𝑣#);
10.    unlock(𝑣!);
11. join(𝑡#);
12.  }

ID Condition

� (𝑡!, 𝑠", 𝑠#)

� (𝑡$, 𝑠!%, 𝑠!&)

(a) (b)

� �

o2

o3

Figure 4: An example for the three lazy refinements.

set of unreleased locks, 𝑈𝐿(𝑠, 𝑐𝑡𝑥), reachable from the related call-
ing contexts 𝑐𝑡𝑥 . The search and collection processes themselves
are similar to the previous lockset analysis [38, 48, 49], but are
performed lazily. This is because we are aware of the related state-
ments, where the destination locks are acquired, owing to the edge
information. Formally, let the 𝐷 (◦) return all the lock statements
that refer to the destination locks in a cycle ◦.

C21 = {◦ |∃𝑠1 ∈ 𝐷 (◦), ∀𝑐𝑡𝑥1, ∃𝑡1 ∈ 𝐽𝑇 (𝑠1, 𝑐𝑡𝑥1) : 𝑡1 ∈ 𝑇 (◦) }
C22 = {◦ |∀𝑠1, 𝑠2 ∈ 𝐷 (◦), ∀𝑐𝑡𝑥1, 𝑐𝑡𝑥2 : 𝑈𝐿 (𝑠1, 𝑐𝑡𝑥1) ∩𝑈𝐿 (𝑠2, 𝑐𝑡𝑥2) ≠ ∅}
C2 = {◦ |◦ ∈ C12 ∧ ◦ ∉ C21 ∧ ◦ ∉ C22 } ∪ C11
Set C21 indicates that at least a thread 𝑡1 involved in a multi-

threaded cycle is destroyed. The set C22 indicates that at least two
statements 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 (refer to the destination locks) involved in
a multi-threaded cycle are guarded by a common lock. A multi-
threaded cycle with either of these circumstances is then removed.

4.2.3 Path-Feasible Cycle Computation. Finally, Peahen per-
forms path validation to identify path-feasible deadlock cycles. Our
basic idea is to validate whether the related statements involved in
a cycle are path-feasible simultaneously. Let P(𝑠) (𝑝 ∈ P) be all the
intra-procedural paths leading to a statement 𝑠 and Φ(𝑝) indicate
the path conditions on 𝑝 . Let function 𝑆 (◦) return the encoded lock
statements, referring to the source lock and the destination lock,
on acquired edges in an interesting cycle ◦.

C3 = {◦ |∃◦ ∈ C2, ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 (◦), ∃𝑝 ∈ P(𝑠) : Φ(𝑝) = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 }
While validating path feasibility is expensive in general due

to the need for SMT solving [65], we observe that, for deadlock
detection, it can be efficient because of the following observations.
First, the number of deadlock cycles to be proved path-feasible
is much fewer, owing to the successive sieving by the previous
two stages. Second, we observe that expensive solving for the full
program paths is not necessary for practical deadlock detection, so
Peahen only solves the intra-procedural paths for high efficiency
(also discussed in the evaluation § 5).

Example 4.6. Figure 4 shows an initially detected cycle with
edges ❶ and ❷, because there is a reversed order between the locks
𝑜2 and 𝑜3. It is a multi-threaded cycle since it is induced by different
threads 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 through analyzing the conditions on edges. In non-
concurrency analysis, Peahen starts to collect the join statements
before statements 𝑠6 and 𝑠17 to find the joined threads, which are

empty. Then, Peahen collects the common unreleased lock before
statements 𝑠6 and 𝑠17 that is 𝑜1. Thus, the cycle is not a concurrent
cycle. It is also not a path-feasible cycle due to the contradicted
path conditions between 𝑠6 and 𝑠17. However, we do not solve the
constraints, thanks to the preceding non-concurrency analysis.

Summary.Our refinements confer two salient advantages to our
deadlock detection. First, our refinements are lazy, which are aware
of the interesting calling contexts around the initially detected
cycles and thus avoid performing pre-computed whole-program
context-sensitive computation. Note that it is the result of the syn-
ergy between the LG construction and the lazy refinements that en-
sures the effectiveness of Peahen. Second, our refinements are pre-
cise, regaining the high precision for the initial context-insensitive
deadlock cycles. More importantly, as the refining deadlock cycles
become more and more precise, fewer cycles lead to less lazy com-
putation. Previous work [16, 42, 43, 49, 62] does not consider the
path-feasible deadlocks, which is taken into account by Peahen.

5 EVALUATION

To evaluate Peahen, we consider the following research questions:
Q1 How efficient and effective is Peahen compared to the pre-

vious static deadlock detectors? (§ 5.1)
Q2 Can Peahen scale up to million-line systems? Can Peahen

detect genuine deadlocks? (§ 5.2)
All the experiments are performed on a computer with two 20

core Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU E5-2698 v4 @ 2.20GHz and 256GB
physical memory running Ubuntu-16.04.

Implementation. Peahen is implemented for C/C++ programs
on top of the LLVM compiler infrastructure and the Z3 SMT solver.
For precision, we implemented on-demand field-, flow-, and context-
sensitive pointer analysis [55]. Following many well-known bug
finding tools [34, 48, 55, 57, 64], our implementation is soundy [45],
which means that our tool is mostly sound, aside from a few well-
identified reasonable unsound choices for achieving higher pre-
cision. Particularly, there are two sources of the unsoundness in
our implementations. First, our pointer analysis shares the same
unsoundness sources as the one we use. For instance, it does not
correctly handle the pointer arithmetic, array accesses, containers,
and so on. Second, our lock graph construction ignores the locks
that are inside blocks of the assembly code as the prior deadlock
detectors [2, 41, 49].

5.1 Q1: Comparing with Previous Techniques

This experiment aims to show that the prior context-sensitive ap-
proach is unscalable while the context-insensitive one is imprecise.
Comparatively, Peahen provides a better sweet spot in the trade-off
between precision and performance.

We compared Peahen against two recent and relevant tools for
the non-nested, non-reentrant locks: CBMC [42] and Infer.
• CBMC is context-sensitive, constructing a context-sensitive
lock graph through a pre-computed context-sensitive lockset
analysis and using the results of the lockset analysis again
to refine the deadlock cycles discovered in the lock graph.
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Figure 5: (a)(b)(c)(d) shows the time (min) and memory (GB) comparison in entire deadlock detection among Peahen, CBMC,

and Infer. (e)(f) shows the time (min) andmemory (GB) comparison in LG construction amongPeahen,CBMC, andPeahen
−
.

• Infer is an abstract-interpretation-based context-insensitive
deadlock detector, reasoning locks by syntactic expressions.
We use this version [22, 26] for supporting Pthread APIs.

Benchmark. To reduce the subjectivity, the chosen benchmarks
are collected from CBMC [41]. The benchmarks consist of 1005
diverse programs from the Debian GNU/Linux distribution (e.g.,
Fuse, Glfw, Libmicrohttpd), ranging in size from a few KLoC to 52
KLoC with a total of 11.3 MLOC. Additionally, they intentionally
planted eight programs with deadlocks [42].

Following their evaluation [42], memory and time are restricted
to 24 GB and 30 minutes per program, respectively.

5.1.1 Scalability. We check whether each tool can successfully
analyze all programs within the time and memory budget. First,
CBMC spent about 16297.27 minutes (around 272 hours) with
526 programs out of time and 78 programs out of memory. Com-
paratively, Peahen succeeded in checking within 119.36 min-
utes (around 2 hours), achieving 136 × speed up. Second, Infer
finished checking all these programs within 73.11 minutes (around
1.2 hours), which is slightly faster than Peahen.

In detail, shown in Figure 5 (a)(b), for the programs analyzed by
CBMC with more than one minute and one GB, Peahen signifi-
cantly outperforms CBMC. It demonstrates our approach is efficient
for large programs. Shown in Figure 5 (c)(d), compared to Infer,
Peahen is also competitive, with many projects finished at slightly
more memory and time cost. This cost is reasonable since Peahen
is more precise with context-sensitivity, as shown below.

5.1.2 Precision. The experimental results show that Infer,
CBMC, and Peahen report 301, 113, and 30 issues, respectively.
To sum up, Peahen can reduce around 73.45% and 90.0% of false
positives compared to CBMC and Infer, respectively.

In detail, we manually checked each generated report and made
three conclusions. First, we found that the bugs flagged by Peahen
are also detected by CBMC and Infer. Second, CBMC and Infer
generate excessive spurious bugs. Specifically, after checking the
bugs generated by CBMC and Infer that are not detected by Pea-
hen, we found that they are false positives. For 30 bugs generated
by Peahen, only 8 of them are deemed to be false after manual
confirmation. Third, Peahen can detect the eight intentionally-
introduced deadlocks, which suggests that the precision of Peahen
is achieved without sacrificing the recall.

Peahen is more precise owing to two reasons. First, Peahen
conducts more precise refinements against Infer and CBMC. For
example, Figure 6 shows a false positive in PDSH detected by Infer
and CBMC, where the cyclic lock acquisitions between the locks 𝑠𝑟𝑐
and𝑑𝑠𝑡 are on the contradictory paths and cannot be simultaneously
path-feasible. Hence, when multiple threads execute the function
𝑐𝑏𝑢𝑓 _𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑦, a deadlock could not occur. Second, in practice, the
lock objects could be derived from structures as fields, passed in
as parameters, and reassigned at different locations of control flow.
The pointer analysis we implemented is field-, flow- and context-
sensitive, which can aid in preventing certain false positives.

5.1.3 Effectiveness on Two Collaborative Stages. Compared
to CBMC, we study the effectiveness of Peahen to reach context-
sensitive through two collaborative stages - the context-insensitive
lock graph construction and the precise yet lazy refinements.

Lock Graph Construction. First, we compare each program’s
time and memory cost to construct the lock graph. To evaluate
our context-reduction technique and exclude the side effects from
different implementations of pointer analyses, we implemented
Peahen−, which constructs a context-sensitive lock graph by
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1012 int cbuf_copy (cbuf_t src, cbuf_t dst, int len, int *ndropped) { 
1034 // Lock cbufs in order of lowest memory address to prevent deadlock.
1035 if (src < dst) {
1036 cbuf_mutex_lock(src); 
1037 cbuf_mutex_lock(dst); 
1038 } else { 
1039 cbuf_mutex_lock(dst); 
1040 cbuf_mutex_lock(src); 
1041 }
1057 }

Figure 6: A false positive detected by other tools.

cloning the acquired edges for all the calling contexts during our
compositional algorithm (Algorithm 1).

The results are illustrated in Figure 5 (e)(f), with the programs
running out of time during the pointer analysis of CBMC removed.
Figure 5 (e) shows that the proposed algorithm in Peahen is consis-
tently faster than Peahen− and CBMC, achieving about 230 × and
231 × speed-up on average, respectively. For this reason, Peahen
does not enumerate any exponentially possible calling contexts
spanning across the lock acquisitions.

Figure 5 (f) illustrates that, dealing with the programs analyzed
by CBMC and Peahen− with more than one GB, Peahen signifi-
cantly outperforms Peahen− and CBMC in terms of memory cost,
saving about 23 GB memory at most. We manually checked these
programs and found they intensively use locks so that a context-
sensitive LG is expensive to construct.

Finally, we studied the number of acquired edges on the buggy
programs. This reveals that our context-insensitive lock graph can
merge about 95.5% edges on average that would otherwise be identi-
fied and added to the context-sensitive ones of Peahen− andCBMC.
Moreover, the results also reveal that the cycle-detection algorithm
of Peahen working on the context-insensitive lock graph achieves
about 46× speed-up on average.

Lazy Refinements. Next, we study the effectiveness of the re-
finements. It is disclosed that our refinements can prune away 43
deadlock cycles in about 65 minutes, reducing about 58.9% of false
warnings. Three refinements can progressively prune away about
35%, 40%, and 25% false warnings, respectively.

Answer to Q1: Armed with our context-reduction approach,
Peahen achieves higher precision without sacrificing good
scalability versus the state-of-the-art approaches.

5.2 Q2: Checking Large-Scale Projects

We evaluate the effectiveness of Peahen for large programs. We set
a high bar and selected four additional real-world projects based on
two principles. First, the project should be million-line and widely-
used in practice. Second, the projects should be using mutex locks
intensively. As a result, the projects we chose comprise four real-life
open-source C/C++ projects shown in Table 1, ranging in size from
around 1.75 MLoC to nearly 9 MLoC.

5.2.1 Scalability and Precision. For evaluating the scalability,
we checked how much time and memory is spent conducting the
entire deadlock detection. The results are shown in Table 1, sug-
gesting that Peahen succeeded in checking Firefox (with nearly 9
MLoC) in around two hours and within 50 of GB memory.

ID
Project
Name

Size
(KLoC)

Deadlock Detection Bug Report
Memory (GB) Time (min) #All #TP

1 MariaDB 1,753 27.97 34.85 11 8
2 FFmpeg 2,065 37.41 39.75 5 4
3 MySQL 3,185 31.17 34.17 3 2
4 Firefox 8,910 45.90 120.30 4 2

Table 1: Q2: Experimental results on large programs.

For precision, we manually checked each error generated by
Peahen and then identified its false positive rate. The results show
that Peahen generated 23 deadlock warnings with 7 false positives,
resulting in a 30.43% false-positive rate. This process may be sub-
jective and pose threats to the validity of its precision. Therefore,
we also sought the confirmation from the original developers and
sent the patches to ease their work. At the time of writing, seven
of the bugs have been confirmed by them.

Thanks to its precise refinements, Peahen can prune away nu-
merous false warnings. For false positives, a portion of them is
induced by the imprecise pointer alias relations (e.g., infeasible
paths, function pointers), inducing the imprecise lock acquisitions.
Another source comes from ignoring other uninterpreted synchro-
nizations (e.g., waits/notifies, ad-hoc synchronizations), inducing
the imprecise concurrent execution relations. To overcome these
limitations, Peahen needs to adopt more precise pointer analysis
and characterize more synchronizations.

5.2.2 Confirmed Real-World Deadlocks. We have been using
Peahen to scan open-source projects extensively and continuously.
At the time of writing, there were already more than eighty con-
firmed deadlock bugs from dozens of the famous systems [50],
despite many of which are consistently and intensively undergoing
bug checking. Most of the bugs have been fixed in the recent release
versions of the software, making them more reliable and robust.
Next, we study two real deadlocks in Figure 7.

A deadlock is detected in FreeIPA, the upstream project for Red
Hat IdentifyManagement. If we take a closer look, the bug pattern is
quite simple, where the statement at Line 2199 should be an unlock
statement. However, this bug has been missed by the developers,
users as well as dynamic testing and has existed for about eight
months. The developers were very concerned with this bug, noting
that “This code is used quite frequently by FreeIPA. Why have we
not seen a problem with it until now.” It demonstrates that static
analysis matters, and, of course, scaling up to this large program is
also critical, which is addressed in this paper.

A deadlock is uncovered in AML, a memory management library
for high-performance computing applications. A deadlock occurs
when a thread 𝑡1 reaches Line 93 while another thread 𝑡2 reaches
Line 264, relating to the path conditions of lock statements. With
the path-sensitive analysis, Peahen can precisely uncover it.

Answer to Q2: Peahen is efficient for million-line systems,
flagging deadlocks at a low false positive rate. In terms of
real-world impacts, it has found many confirmed deadlocks.
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82 int aml_active_sched_num_tasks (struct aml_sched *sched){      
91          if (Condition1){
92    pthread_mutex_lock(&s->workq_lock);
93 pthread_mutex_lock(&s->doneq_lock);
105  }
106 }
253 struct aml_task *aml_active_sched_wa(struct aml_sched_data *data){
258 pthread_mutex_lock(&(sched->doneq_lock));  
263 if (Condition2){
264 pthread_mutex_lock(&(sched->workq_lock)); 
270 }
272 }

2149 static void check_replicas_are_done_cleaning(cleanruv_data *data) { 
2193        if (!slapi_is_shutting_down()) 
2197 pthread_mutex_lock(&notify_lock); 
. . .          
2199          pthread_mutex_lock(&notify_lock); 
2208 }

Figure 7: Real deadlocks in FreeIPA and AML, respectively.

6 RELATEDWORK

Ensuring the reliability of concurrent programs is an important
problem [9, 24, 27, 43, 51, 52, 63]. As integral parts, deadlock de-
tection, prevention [20, 29, 30, 35, 60], and fixing [3] are diverse
directions, among which we focus on surveying detection.

6.1 Static Deadlock Detection

Detectors for Java code typically rely on balanced locking. This
work [62] targets Java libraries and constructs a global context-
sensitive lock graph. In general, their tool can report the false
positives due to the non-concurrency and path-infeasible dead-
locks. JADE [49] is object-sensitive, which breaks down the prob-
lem into several context-sensitive sub-tasks, including reachability,
may-happen-in-parallel, non-reentrant, and non-guarded analyses.
JADE focuses on two-thread deadlocks and could report spurious
path-infeasible deadlocks. Brotherston et al. [2] propose a context-
insensitive incremental detector for Android Java, detecting dead-
locks in an abstract-interpretation style and analyzing code changes
with respect to the unchanged portions. Their tool may induce ex-
cessive false positives without context-insensitive analyses.

Detectors for C code do not expect balanced locking, which
significantly complicates static deadlock detection [14, 36, 37, 56].
LockLint [12] is not fully-automatic such that it requires annota-
tions from users to specify the lock acquisition orders. RacerX [16]
reaches context-sensitive by caching lockset results at the func-
tion level, which may lead to ill scalability in large systems. In
addition, compared to Peahen, RacerX uses the syntactic and type
information to reason pointer aliasing, require annotations, and em-
ploys some unsound heuristics to reduce false positives. Kroening
et al. [42] proposes a detector for Pthread APIs, which conducts the
context- and thread-sensitive lockset analysis for the lock-graph
construction and the cycle refinements. However, as mentioned be-
fore, context-sensitive exhaustive lockset analysis and lock-graph
construction are expensive.

Some work [47] targets for the programs using data-centric
synchronizations [15, 21] and requires the manual annotations to
identify the ordering between atomic-sets.

6.2 Dynamic Deadlock Detection

Many testing approaches and model checkers can manifest dead-
locks [10, 11, 19, 28, 59, 61]. We focus on investigating recent predic-
tive analysis, which has been applied to detect a variety of concur-
rency bugs such as data races [25, 53, 58] and deadlocks. Specifically,
deadlock prediction can be categorized into two classes in terms of
soundness (i.e., the absence of false positives).

Unsound deadlock prediction may induce false positives due to,
for instance, ignoring happens-before relations. Thus, they com-
monly need to be integrated with other techniques via scheduling a
real deadlock [32, 34, 54] or identifying and solving execution con-
straints [6, 17]. At the core of the prediction, they construct a lock
graph by tracking the lock-acquisition history from just a single
execution, and identify the cycles. To relax the deadlock-prediction
overhead, many seminal approaches [4, 5, 66] have been proposed.
The latest one, AirLock [5], speeds up the online cycle discovery
via first finding “simple cycles” without considering any execution
information (e.g., threads) and then constructing deadlock cycles
by taking full execution information into account.

Note that, Peahen and AirLock have similar flavors in the sense
of reducing lock graphs by simplifying the edges and efficiently dis-
covering cycles. Nevertheless, Peahen addresses many challenges
that are unique to static deadlock detection, thereby differing in
many aspects. For example, instead of constructing the lock graph
from one execution, Peahen addresses the calling context explo-
sion induced by over-approximating all possible executions. In
addition, unlike AirLock, Peahen is armed with the refinement
process to validate the feasibility of deadlocks (e.g., considering the
happens-before relation), whereby embracing high fidelity.

Another category of sound work never induces false positives
with the theoretical guarantees. Specifically, Dirk [39] uses request
events and a new form of execution constraints to disclose real
deadlocks via solving all these constraints. SeqCheck [8] models
the program branches in the execution traces and predicts the
feasibility of event sequences for sound deadlock detection.

7 CONCLUSION

We have introduced Peahen, a context-reduction technique, mak-
ing static deadlock detection more scalable and precise. Peahen
is quite promising, having already pinpointed many previously-
unknown deadlocks on a dozen of well-known software systems.
We believe that context reduction is a big step forward in static
deadlock detection, which ameliorates the major current pain point
in the practical deployment of deadlock detectors. We expect that
Peahen can provide interesting insights into aiding in other static
analyses to become more scalable with high precision for industrial-
strength software. Finally, we plan to extend our approach to com-
munication deadlock detection.
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